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A

s one academic year is coming to
an end and another one is waiting ahead, the Academic Affairs
Office gets ready to greet its new Vice
President, with hopes held high for the future improvements and belts tightened for
the upcoming changes.

Bloomberg Targeting
Educational Institutions: New Competitive

Edge

words by Alina Tuleugazy

A

s companies are turning more
vigilant and demanding when
hiring fresh graduates, alumni
have to adapt fast, learn quickly, and obtain unique features putting them on the
radar of the top-notch firms. The CVs
nowadays look like shopping lists with
different sets of skills, the most desirable
ones usually being “Advanced Proficiency in English”, “Advanced User of PC”,
and something juicy like “Bloomberg
Terminal User”. Let’s see what having a
Bloomberg terminal could actually mean
for a university like KIMEP, and why the
world’s leading company targets educational institutions altogether.
Question of employment opportunities,
potential competitive advantages in individuals’ skills, some insight on the non-existent

Have you ever thought about where the
academic schedule comes from? The path
of every KIMEP student begins from advising, where friendly students and sympathetic
teachers help them get comfortable with the
unique system of subjects’ registration. Soon
it becomes something simple and familiar, but
the registration system is not as simple as it
seems. In order for each student to be able
to register or see the schedule already half a
semester before, the Registrar’s Office and the
team of Academic Affairs start the preparation.
The process of scheduling is made up of
practical side of the university
curriculum - these all are highly touched topics today, if not
at all times. Naturally, as the
graduation day comes closer, students start to wonder:
“How do I learn something
that courses at the university
do not teach, and what skills
can I possibly develop to
stand out among my peers?”
For a finance graduate, for
instance, being a part of business world in the near future
requires a certain set of skills
that a finance professional
should possess, if he or she
wants to play along the market and not against it, and
then, being able to work with
terminals like Bloomberg Professional Service or Thomson Reuters Eikon is plainly
a must in one’s career. Bloomberg Regional Representative, Ablay Amanbayev, shares
with us his insight on the company’s services,
the current trends in the market, main target
audiences of the information providing giant, and the company’s outlook on its future
directions.
“Bloomberg connects more than 300,000
top business and finance decision makers,”
says Ablay. “It is a platform that aggregates
the data on every market, collects different
news, research and analytics from all over the
world, and stands out as a strong communication and execution tool among world’s
professionals. It entered Kazakhstan back
in the beginning of 2000s, targeting the National Bank of Republic of Kazakhstan first
and then gradually expanding, penetrating
the banking sector of the country.”
In general, it is very important to initially work with the central bank of a country,
and later on other banks also join the chain,
mainly needing the equipment provided by
Bloomberg in the Treasury and Risk Management departments, and for performing
the trading, brokerage and dealing activities.
continued on page 4

many steps, so it is quite simple to miss something. Firstly, the Dean of every college gets in
touch with faculty s who will be able to conduct classes in the next semester. The Deans
prepare a list of courses, which is sent for examination to the Registrar’s Office. After that
the negotiations with each Dean take place,
all colleges figure out first “draft” timetable.
The schedule with all the courses is sent to the
Office of Academic Affairs, where cohesive
team assesses the complexity of the semester.
Another responsible task is to offer for full
course semester for every student.
continued on page 3

What Lesson Can We
Learn from Cinderella?
The Upcoming Premiere of
Broadway Musical by KELT
words by Sabina Bekbenbetova
photography by Askar Ospanov

D

uring this year KELT is breaking a new ground. Finally registered as a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) as of February
21, now KELT is preparing the largest
project of its 15-year history - brand new
Broadway musical Cinderella.
Cinderella is the largest production ever
made by KELT with a huge number of actors, the largest technical staff team, and

On the photo: Cinderella and the Prince
(Abby Gilbert and Timur Balymbetov)
the biggest behind-the-stage crew. There
is more than 40 actors and from 80 to 100
volunteers involved in this production (designers, builders, dressers , marketing people,
etc). Also, this project is the “loudest” one.

Having conducted numerous promos in Almaty malls and squares putting banners all
around the city, launching TV ads, the Cinderella musical was invited to the Kazakhstan
Late Night Show in Astana. As Laura J. Pacini, the director of the show, says, it was the
most professional promo that they have ever
done so far because it was seen by millions
of people.
However, every story of great success has
a lot of obstacles behind the curtains, hours
of hard work, and the light that fuels them
to move on.
Initially, it was hard to find a play to perform
in Kazakhstan. A lot of really good musicals
have been written about America. Hence,
they all are too American. It’s tough to make
them internationally diverse and internationally accepted. That is why KELT was searching for a show that first of all, would be fun
to do, but would also be something that can
be seen by kids and adults, something that
everybody could enjoy, something that was
“clean” and that had good morals and message, and finally something that allowed you
to walk away with a sense of seeing something magical. And KELT looked through
a lot of shows, starting from Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers to Annie Get Your Gun.
Finally, the guy involved in production of
the musical, actually said: “Hey, what about
Cinderella?” And they found out that it was
a great show. It is a totally different version
compared to the Disney one. It is written by
Rodgers & Hammerstein, o, it was something that attracted KELT producers and director a lot because Rodgers & Hammerstein
are one of the geniuses of musical history.
Then, KELT checked all the details, because
they wanted to be sure that they were going
to make the show legally, which means obtaining the rights to do it through Rodgers
& Hammerstein agency in the United States.
So they checked everything and it turned out
that the show had just come off Broadway.
It means that other theatres can play it now.
This perfect timing allowed them to be the
first ones to do it in Kazakhstan.
continued on page 8
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Attendance Points: Part of

does not show the level of student’s
knowledge”.

the Total Grade or Additional Points

S

words by
Nigora
Burhonova
illustration by
Nazira
Berdybayeva

tudents always strive to
receive some extra points
towards obtaining the desired grades. There are many
ways we can earn them in classes through quizzes, bonus tasks,
presentations and active participation. Mandatory attendance
has always been considered as
one of the highly debated subject
at any university. Here at KIMEP,
each course has various attendance rules and policies and there
are attendance or participation
points given to students in most
of the courses. However, these attendance points differ: some are
part of the total grade and some
are extra points.
KIMEP students of different years
of study and programs were asked
whether attendance should be mandatory and whether points given for
class attendance have to be included
in the overall grade for a course or
be as some additional bonus points:
Freshman, BAE, CSS
“In my opinion, attendance should
be mandatory, because that is the
reason why students will attend
classes. And if attendance points will
be a part of the total grade, it will
push students to come to classes.
However, if it would be additional
points, students might still not come.
Therefore, it depends on professors,
how they will arrange the attendance
rules”.
Freshman, BFIN, BCB
“I am against mandatory attendance and I think that points given
for attending classes should not be
a part of the grade. Let’s take an
ARW 2 course as an example. If I
feel that I am already a good writer,
then why should I get a bad grade for
just skipping some lectures that I do
not need?”
Sophomore, BMKT, BCB
“I think that attendance should not
be mandatory, because some stu-

dents work in part-time or even fulltime jobs and their work might be a
lot more important than some classes. Regarding attendance points as a
part of an overall grade, I think that
it is not fair, because some students
get those points for just sitting in the
class without participating”.
Sophomore, BIL,
School of Law
“In my opinion, course attendance
has to be mandatory, because first
of all, we should respect professors
by attending courses. Listening to

lectures in class helps students to be
more concentrated on the course
topics.
I think that attendance points
should be a part of the grade and
they should constitute not more than
10 percent of the total score. For
example, 70 percent of my classes
have points given for attending classes and I am satisfied with it”.
Junior, BACTA, BCB
“What is the point of studying at
university if student does not attend
classes? Therefore, I think that attendance should be mandatory. Consequently, points given for attending
classes have to be a part of the grade
or might be given as extra points,
depending on the complexity of a
subject”.

Junior, LLB, School of Law
“In my opinion, attending classes
should be obligatory, because implementation of mandatory attendance
will positively affect the knowledge
quality of students. Professors usually give more information than is
posted on PowerPoint presentations.
Also, attendance will stimulate class
participation in discussions and debates, which will lead to formation
of student’s attitude towards issues
with certain subject. In addition, it
will help professors to see the whole
picture of their students and im-

prove their professional skills. From
my own experience, in classes with
mandatory attendance I received
more information about the subject
and it serves as a stimulation for me
to come to class and listen”.
Junior, BACTA, BCB
“If we look at the situation from
the discipline point, I think that I
don’t need attendance. If I like the
course, I will attend it and it depends
on an instructor whether he or she
can inspire your interest for the subject. However, there are students
who attend classes just for some extra points given. This is a good way
to encourage students to come to
classes that might be important for
them. But I am against those points
being part of the grade, because it

Senior, BACTA, BCB
“If attendance points are given as
bonuses, that would be great, because it is a student’s choice whether
to come to class or not. For this reason students should not be penalized
by their missed classes but rather
should be given bonuses which will
encourage them to attend courses
and also not to put stress on students. I consider attendance has to
be mandatory, but of course it depends on the subject and professor”.
Senior, BFIN, BCB
“With a mandatory attendance it
is very problematic for senior and
junior students to find an internship,
which will fit the schedule. None of
the companies take
in the students
with a really tight
schedule, and if
attendance is mandatory it means
that the student
can’t skip lectures
to attend an internship. I would make
points given for
attending classes
as extra points, because if they were
part of a grade, in
case when you skip
lectures because
of work, you will
just miss all the
points that are in
the course syllabus,
and it is not fair for
older students to
get worse grades
just because they
have to work”.
Senior, BMGT, BCB
“I would simply like attendance
not being taken into account and
counted towards the overall course
grade. From my own experience,
sometimes the class time is not used
effectively, and self-education could
bring better results. And that is exactly the path I followed whenever
attendance was not mandatory: skip
classes and seek more effective ways
for studying”.
Senior, LLB, School of Law
“Attendance points should not be a
part of overall grade, because these
points usually become “free” earned
points. Points in a grading system
should reflect knowledge of a student and not contain evaluation of

MRKT

words by
Ulyana
Sachkova

I

t is not a secret that students
learn mostly theoretical
stuff at universities. There
are a lot of rules, laws and concepts which are difficult to under-

stand and apply to real life experience.
KIMEP Times is launching a rubric with professors explaining different concepts, theories, principles
and rules in their field of competence. Understanding these concepts
will help you to become an erudite
and gain knowledge in various fields.
This rubric will also help to widen
your outlook and become an interesting person to have a conversation
with.

ATL (Above The Line)
ATL, standing for Above The Line activities, are usually done at macro level and do
not directly involve consumers. ATL promotional activities include mainly advertising
through
television,
radio,
outdoor
(banners, posters, billboards), magazines
and newspapers with the purpose to
inform consumers, create brand awareness, image.
BTL
(Below The Line)

constant attendance of a student. I
think that it will be better to introduce limitation on the missed classes.
However, attendance should not be
mandatory in my opinion. For example, I take Criminal Law Special Part
class, where attendance is obligatory,
but I attend it because it is a very important subject”.
Taking into consideration all the
above answers of students about the
issue of course attendance, it can be
assumed that students of different
years of study and different programs have contrary opinions toward this issue. And indeed, mandatory attendance is a very disputable
topic among students. Students tend
to have their own opinions and decisions about whether to come to a
class or not. And this issue applies to
any student worldwide. In most of
the European and American universities and colleges, professors are given a right to set their own attendance
policies and rules for the subjects
they teach. This can be beneficial for
professors, since they can make free
attendance policy and have no need
to check every student each time, or
they can constitute attendance points
as they wish: as part of the grade or
as extra points. The same is KIMEP
University. According to the University Code of Behavior and Academic Integrity Policy of KIMEP,
professors are given authority to set
their own attendance policies here at
KIMEP.
Mandatory and non-mandatory
attendance policies have their own
advantages and disadvantages both
for students and professors. Attending classes indeed increases students’ performance, but at the same
time it can be a reverse. Considering
different attendance policies that
each professor forms for his or her
course, about one-fifth of missing
classes can lead students to receiving
bad grades at the end of the course.
Students are not forced to attend
classes, however they are expected
to be present in class during lectures. Taking into account the fact
that many students skip classes and
consequently tend to receive bad
grades, professors try to encourage
students to come to classes by giving
them a chance to receive points for
attendance as part of the total grade
or bonuses. Mandatory attendance
is a serious issue and it depends on
a student to decide whether it is important or not. However, students
have to weigh all the pros and cons
of attending classes and its effect
on the final grade before deciding to
skip classes.

BTL or Below The Line
promotional activities are
usually done on a micro level
and have the purpose to
involve consumers in communication
with
company's
brand and create contact
points with potential clients.
BTL is generally supported by
means focusing on direct
communications
like
consumer promotions, direct
mailing, telemarketing and
distribution
of
flyers,
brochures.
TTL
(Through The Line)
TTL means Through The
Line and usually combines
ATL and BTL activities, by
informing consumers and
encouraging them to have a
contact with the company or
company's
brands.
This

approach allows to engage
with company’s customers
at various points of interaction.
For instance, if you want to
promote sports equipment
and decide to use ATL
approach, you can create a
TV commercial and show it
on the local channels.
Promoting the same equipment through BTL, you can
organize the product test in
the sports shops, so the
customers can try it and
engage in direct communication with the product.
Using the TTL approach, the
sports equipment will be
advertised on television and
the commercial will say
“come to the sports store
and try our equipment”.
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After everything is settled between
the Academic Affairs and the Registrar’s offices, the data is transferred
under control of the Vice President
of Academic Affairs (VPAA), who
evaluates all the work done and only
after whose approval the schedule is
published.
It is difficult to believe how many
tasks one person has to perform.
Not only the VPAA is required to
manage the courses’ schedule
for a certain semester, but to
find and approve new faculty
members and to coordinate all
of that with the Academic Affairs Office, but he or she also
has to work closely with all faculty members, especially Deans,
the KSA president, students and
staff, and to provide leadership
and vision for all academic programs. The VPAA is responsible
for and shall supervise and coordinate all academic activities of
all Colleges, Centers and Academic
Support Units within the University,
assists in the development of strategic and operational plans for the
University, represents the University
in external and internal events and

even develops links between the University and national and international educational institutions, research
organizations, government and
non-government organizations, student joint and exchange programs.
In other words, his/her main task is
to balance the three golden groups Students, Staff and Faculty. It is clear
right away that this is difficult work
with a lot of responsibility, one made
for truly strong people. For many
years, this work has been performed
by Dr. David Landis (Ed.D., Acting
Vice President of Academic Affairs).
Soon enough a new turn of events
is expected to be observed. In the
course of several long months, a
rigorous selection of candidates for

the position of the Vice President
of Academic Affairs has been taking
place. Finally, three most worthy candidates were selected: Dr. Karen Reinke, Dr. Philippe Bouillard and Dr.
Gilbert Linne. During three weeks

in April, they were invited to campus
to give their presentations on how
they would perform the work in Academic Affairs. They represent three
different strategies powerful in their
own ways, which are aimed for the
new future of KIMEP University.
Dr. Karen Reinke gave her presentation on how, based on her experience, she would like to unite all
the groups that exist in KIMEP. Her
point was to turn KIMEP community into а unified living organism.
Dr. Philippe Bouillard sees the new
future in cooperation of all departments.
He wants to be a mediator between
students, staff and faculty. The
point of his presentation was to find
strengths and weaknesses in the
current system at KIMEP. For
him, Kazakhstan is a new opportunity, new breath of air. For
very flexible understudy track he
wants to offer opportunities for
students to manage their work.
Finally, our new Vice President
of Academic Affairs became Dr.
Gilbert Linne. He currently
serves as the Deputy Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs and
the Chief Academic Officer at
the Higher Colleges of Technology, the largest higher education
institution in the United Arab Emirates. Dr. Linne began his career in
the field of higher education as an
instructor back in 1985, and has
held various faculty and administra-

K

IMEP University is wellknown for the quality of
education it provides and
is appreciated by the top employers. But how can an ordinary student, as you or me, identify his/
her own strengths and areas for
improvement? Nowadays there is
a plenty of business case competitions, which require analyzing
the market thoroughly, preparing
financial statements and making
crisis management decisions.
Business case is a combination
of ultimate way of education and
adventure. Sometimes this adventure might take you to Paris.
Today case competitions gain more
and more popularity in Kazakhstan,
which resulted in the establishment
of case clubs at universities like
KIMEP and KBTU. There are a lot
of intellectual business competitions: CFA, CIMA, P&G and others,
with Changellenge being one of the
most popular ones in Kazakhstan.
It is supported by large corporations
like Mars, Ernst & Young, Reckitt
Benckiser and Boston Consulting
Group. Eventually, Kazakhstani

Find a
convenient
load for students
of each year
of study

An
endless
cycle
of ideal
schedule

Provide
necessary
and useful
subjects

in the decision-making process, and
that opinions of each golden group
will be taken into account. Besides
that, the new Vice President plans
to make decisions in a measured and
unhurried manner. For him, the priority is feedback from each group to
be affected by the changes. Dr. Linne
says that he appreciates the beauty
of Almaty city and that for him it is
an absolutely new experience to be in
Kazakhstan. Before coming here he
studied the history of country and
will be glad to work in a completely
different, unique atmosphere of our
country.
Let’s welcome the new Vice President of Academic Affairs - Dr.
Gilbert Linne, and, of course, keep
track of all the new projects and
improvements to be introduced in
KIMEP quite soon.

ther had previous case competition
experience nor a mentor, however
they solved the first stage of competition easily, thanks to their close
cooperation. Although there was
a lot of diligent preparation, they
think that the most important thing
for any competition is the team.
“We shape and teach each other,”

predict it. It’s just a CLICK!”.
These guys met while making presentations together for one of the academic courses at KIMEP. Since that
time they felt extremely comfortable
working together.
The first stage of the competition
was followed by the national finale. What differs Nelufar, Yergali and
Shadiyar from other participants of
the national finale of L’Oreal Case
Competition? In the very beginning
research was conducted – L’Oreal
provided more than a 100 pages of
data, however they decided not to

the students say. “Some experts recommend to build a team based on
personal skills, but we don’t think so.
Creating a good team is about finding people who can listen and help to
develop. We believe that if there are
right people next to you, if you feel
each other - it will work. You cannot

limit themselves to secondary data.
Shadiyar, a young marketer, applied
her knowledge from classes to collect primary information and create
perceptual maps of the Kazakhstani
market. Besides that, the judges appreciated that the presentation was
delivered in the form of a conver-

sation - each jury member was involved in the discussion. Hence,
there were two main characteristics
of outstanding performance: preparation and presentation.
Yergali, Nelufar and Shadiyar feel
calm before the regional finale. The
trio truly believes in their brand and
in each other. Support from L’Oreal helps them a lot as well. According to Nelufar, every single person
they have met during the competition is amazing. In fact, the greatest
thing about participating in L’Oreal
Brandstorm is the individuals they
get to know. For example, for the regionals the KIMEP team had to create a packaging for their product line
and L’Oreal employees assisted them
in that. These representatives spent
their time and energy to facilitate
the product line development, giving
advice and direction. “With such a
strong support, it feels like there are
many more than three people in our
team,” shares Yergali.
For sure, Nelufar, Yergali and
Shadiyar worked a lot. As of right
now the team has already recorded
a video presentation for the regional finale to find out whether they
are going to the finals in Paris or
not. They are very optimistic - the
number of participants is declining
at each stage, therefore the chances
to win are growing. Though there is
still a lot to do, it can be concluded
that L’Oreal Brandstorm has exceeded
all of their expectations. This case
competition gave an opportunity not
only to apply knowledge to real life
situations, but to meet extraordinarily talented people and to believe in
the strength of one’s self.

You Learn from It
words by
Assel Kagarova
photography by
Aray Ospanova

Be in
accordance
with the desire
of the teachers
workload

tive positions since then such as: an
Associate Professor, a Department
Chair of Psychology, the Dean of
Health and Human Services, and
the Vice President for Academic
Affairs at numerous higher education institutions. He is a holder of
Bachelor of Arts, Master of Science,
and Ph.D. in Psychology degrees,
who sees the future of KIMEP in a
strong team game.
For Dr. Linne, KIMEP is a new
and interesting field of work. He
plans to apply his extensive experience to transform our alma mater, as
in his opinion, faculty, staff and students can become a team with mutual understanding and strong trust.
The basis for his tenure will be working with feedback from the main
groups. It means that in this case
everyone in the team will participate

L’Oreal Brandstorm 2017: What Can
youth started to think that they were
well familiar with case competitions
and their structure. However, there
is still a lot that can surprise us. This
spring, Kazakhstan received an invitation to participate in an annual
international L’Oreal case competition. Its finale is held in Paris and,
of course, there were a lot of volunteers to compete. Out of nine
Kazakhstani national finalists, only
one team advanced to the regionals. Winners of the national finals are
KIMEP students that were happy to
share a bit of their experience: Yergali Tychengelov, Nelufar Zainutdinova and Shadiyar Makisheva.
Initially, they decided to participate
in “L’Oreal Brandstorm” because it
was different from any other competition. What makes “L’Oreal Brandstorm” so interesting? For its international finale, the participants are
invited to Paris! The objective of the
case is to develop a completely new
line for existing products of L’Oreal
Men Expert. The winners decided
to choose beard care: “It is a new
undeveloped type of cosmetics and
it was fascinating for us as a team”.
Another reason the team decided to
choose beard care is the needs of
the market - the trio has an interesting approach to identify it: “Me and
Nelufar were sitting, looking at Yergali and thinking,what we can offer
him,” says Shadiyar.
Shadiyar, Yergali and Nelufar nei-

Make
convenient
timetable
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social responsibility to their operational activity.
“Many of my friends working in
such companies like PwC, KPMG,
Deloitte, and E&Y tell me how they
need to use Bloomberg for their

minal and especially going through
BMC (Bloomberg Market Concepts)
course can really prove to be a great
advantage for us, students, in the future career.”
Indeed, a dedicated, determined
and development-oriented student
will always find it useful to learn
something new, something that will
prove to be a well paying-off investment in oneself. Besides, a strong
brand name of assets in possession
of the institution makes it look
even more prestigious, adding to

ernment-established
institutions,
having a competitive advantage like
the knowledge of Bloomberg terminal may actually push the odds in
one’s favor.
Overall, it is up to universities
where and how to invest their capital
in the long run - be it hiring more
faculty members, expanding the databases, or purchasing terminals.
One sure thing about today’s world,
however, is that in a vast ocean of
talents you have to be the bigger fish,
a good catch for those who don’t play

analysis, sometimes even checking
quotes on commodities on a daily
basis,” comments Jahongir Rahimov,
a third year student majoring in Finance. “The thing is that knowing
how to work with Bloomberg ter-

its credibility and ability to generate
competitive professionals. Finally,
taking into consideration the tough
rivalry among graduates for the job
vacancies at commercial banks, international corporations, and gov-

small, and for that - use the most of
what you can get to make sure your
shopping list looks the most appealing, especially if there is a chance of
using a month-long free trial access
to Bloomberg terminal.

Bloomberg Targeting Educational
Institutions: New Competitive Edge
continued from cover page

words by
Alina Tuleugazy

After the banking niche is covered,
government agencies, large corporations and other financial institutions
are being explored and added to the
client base simultaneously, allowing
all market players to access up-todate information, enjoying its transparency, timeliness and credibility.
“The economic situation today
tends to be quite stringent, as certain
constraints in the market limit the
earning capabilities of companies,
governments and individuals,” shares
Ablay. “Yet it has been in our plan to
try and expand to the Western Kazakhstan - the heart of oil extraction
industry, and then there is another
direction to develop - universities.”
In the recent decades, the target
has been set to establish Bloomberg Labs at universities all around
the globe, and it is already common
for higher education institutions in
the UK, the USA, Singapore and
other countries to apply Bloomberg
in their school curriculum. Here, in
Kazakhstan, two universities already
have Bloomberg Labs - KBTU and
Nazarbayev University, both utilizing
the terminals on an ongoing basis. As
of right now, Bloomberg representatives are negotiating the possibility

of opening the Labs at Turan and
KIMEP universities. Last semester,
free trials have been provided to several Kazakhstani universities within
the framework of the CFA Institute
Research Challenge, for which students had to collect information and
conduct equity research.
“Our team found Bloomberg very
useful, though a bit hard to navigate at first. A humongous amount
of unstructured information scared
us in the beginning, but once we
figured out the terminal and started
using it, everything gradually was put
in place,” says Assylzhan Sadir, one
of the CFA Institute Research Challenge winners at the Local Level (Kazakhstan). “The charts, financial results, analytics, research, fresh news
and many more other features of the
terminal - all these contributed to the
final results of our work.”
Today human capital is greatly valued by corporations, and it is only
natural to invest in people at the very
source - while they are still going
through the studying process, getting
their degrees. Hence, universities
seek for opportunities to enhance
the studying process, to create an environment in which students will be
able to be more than theory-equipped
specialists, and implementing different platforms like terminals, trading
simulations into the curriculum can
be very helpful. At the same time,
companies like Bloomberg or StockTrak seek for beneficial collaboration, not necessarily a profitable one,
but definitely one that adds value and

LAW

Sergey Sayapin

Labour
and Service Contracts
There are two respective mechanisms,
under Kazakhstan's law, for the regulation of works and services - namely,
labour contracts and service contracts.
They are essentially different, and each
mechanism has its advantages and
disadvantages.
A labour contract regulates relations
between an employer (usually, an enterprise or an individual entrepreneur) and
an employee, a natural person qualified
to do a job for the employer. As a rule,
labour contracts involve such issues as
working hours and hours of rest, working conditions, holidays, regular salary,
etc. Under labour contracts, workers are
usually obliged to be present at working
places assigned to them at designated
times, use the employer's tools in the
production process, and get their
salaries at mutually agreed intervals.
Labour contracts conveniently regulate

long-term relationships, which involve
repeated, everyday actions. In
Kazakhstan, a framework for the legal
regulation of relations between
employers and employees is set by a
Labour Code.
By contrast, service contracts appropriately regulate processes where
working schedules as such matter less,
and the focus is on the result of the
work. In other words, a service
contract does not usually stipulate
working hours (the speed of the work
is up to the person who does the
work), does not deal with the time of
rest and holidays (the work can also
be done outside of usual working
hours, if it is convenient), and the
payment is usually made once the
work (or its essential part) is completed, and the product is delivered. Rules
for service contracts are contained in
Kazakhstan's Civil Code.
It is a fact that quite many students
combine studies with work, and it is
essential that their rights be protected by law. It appears that service
contracts are more appropriate for
full-time students, since the University's mandatory attendance policy
requires students to be present at
classes during usual working hours,
whereas, under service contracts,
students could perform paid works in
their free time.

LAW

Joseph Luke

Causality/
Proximate Cause
Generally speaking there is an
understanding in law that if you or
your action cause someone harm,
you need to compensate them for
that harm. One of the fundamental
ideas is that there has to be a
causal link between what you do
and the harm caused. However,
logically there are actions that may
cause a harm but that harm was not
foreseeable. We define cause in law
using the test, ‘but for this activity,
the harm would not have
happened.’ For example, but for her
kicking him, he would not have
fallen out the window. So her kick
was the cause for his fall, more
usually one would say: If she hadn’t
kicked him, he wouldn’t have fallen
out the window.
But while logical causes are easily
defined this way, it should lead one
to fear acting on anything. Why?
Because a cause so defined may
lead to an outcome not foreseen.

Because I didn’t exterminate the
mice in factory X, the product from
factory X was defective (a mouse
turd caused a poor solder).
Because it was defective, the motherboard in a computer failed.
Because the computer was the one
used on a missile guidance system,
the missile was misdirected.
Because the missile was misdirected, a cruise ship in the Mediterranean was hit. But is it fair to hold
me liable for the death of the
captain of the ship?
In common law, we make a
distinction between logical causes
and proximate causes. Proximate
cause is the term used for a legally
relevant cause. A person is held
liable for the consequences of his
action that are only foreseeable.
There is proximate cause if I as a
conductor on a train try to help a
customer on board and pull his
arm in a way that I dislocate his
shoulder. It is not proximate cause
if I pull that same customer onto
the train but in so doing the
customer drops a sack that has
fireworks that then explodes causing other people on the train
platform to run for the exits, which
causes a machine to fall near a
woman and that woman is
injured.”
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Starbucks at KIMEP:

a Privilege or an Inconvenience
words by
Sabina
Bekbenbetova
illustration by
Nazira
Berdybayeva

F

ounded in Seattle in 1971,
today Starbucks is the
most well-known coffee
brand around the globe. Entering
Kazakhstani market just in December 2015, Starbucks started
expanding rapidly. As for now it
accounts for 10 coffee shops in
the largest cities of Kazakhstan Almaty and Astana. It seems like
KIMEP is going to be the first
Kazakhstani university that opens
its doors to a famous coffee giant.
Just within five days from February
16 to February 22, Dr. Michael Conrad and his famous “Dark Shadows”
collected 1,030 signatures of non-indifferent students under the claim “I
want Starbucks in the New Academic
Building Canteen (2nd floor)”. However, despite the fact that practically
half of KIMEP students expressed
their wish to have Starbucks, others
still regard it with scepticism.
Dr. Conrad’s teaching assistant,
Kristina Udartseva, shares her experience on collecting the signatures:
Most of the students were really excited. Some of them even invited their
friends to sign the petition. Actually no one
was strictly against Starbucks, some students were just indifferent. However, they
worried about the safety issue on campus
as Starbucks’ opening will bring a lot of
outsiders there.”
Some students, like Rashid Rafikov, even not being heavy-drinkers of

“

coffee are excited about the news:
“In my opinion, it’s a great idea to
replace an ordinary coffee shop with
an international brand. It will boost
the status of our university. Besides,
we will be seeing with our own eyes
one of the most inspiring business
models.”
At the same time some look at
these news with a grain of salt. Vlad
Smolkov shares his concerns on the
topic:
I signed the petition but, personally, I
don’t believe that Starbucks will survive at our canteen. I guess people will only
take one coffee and sit for many hours. It’s
a part of our mentality. And the place at
the heart of KIMEP won’t be convenient
for people who just pass by. Moreover, not
many outsiders even know the location of
the New Building.”
However, the question is why another half of students refrained
from americanisation of our canteen. Frankly speaking, some of
them were not even approached with
the petition, but some didn’t sign it
by purpose. Alina was one of a few
students who refused to do so:
I consider Starbucks just as a strong
and competitive brand. Its coffee is
disgusting and overestimated in terms of
price. Also, I don’t find any economic benefit both for students and the university. It
will be better to allow the company, which
is more cost friendly for consumers, to enter
the canteen. Finally, in case of Starbucks’
aggressive branding, all the people working
and studying in the surrounding area will
come to KIMEP campus. It will cause the
uprising of safety issues, overcrowding, long
queues, and the worst - noise in the academic area.”
Not only students but also faculty
members are ready to discuss this

“

“

topic. Dr Vladimir Garkavenko expresses his professional opinion regarding a leading coffee brand:
Starbucks entrance is surely good for
KIMEP reputation because it’s an
international brand which has just started
opening in Kazakhstan. Still, we should
consider two components of this brand that
will be disliked, especially by students, in the near future. First
of all, Starbucks products
are quite expensive. Are
students willing to pay
more? Secondly, if students are expecting coffee of high quality, they
will be disappointed. I
mean not coffee beverages but “clean” coffee
like espresso. Nowhere
in the world Starbucks is known
for high quality of coffee,
but this my
personal
opinion, and
other people
can think
dif fer ently.
Speaking
about the benefits for Starbucks, I cannot
estimate whether it
will be profitable for
them or not because I don’t know their exact business model. If it’s a franchise, probably the only important thing for them is
profit. And here all the challenges appear. I
guess that their profitability will largely depend on their pricing. I’ve heard that Starbucks will make discounts up to 30% for
KIMEPians. If so, it may rescue them.”
Nonetheless, a pretty high demand

“

Missing Etiquette in Business
words by
Aidaná Dosseke
illustration by
Malika
Qosimova

A

ny type of relationship is
built within each social
group and it requires the
culture of communication. Etiquette is a code of social behavior
according to contemporary conventional norms within a society.
Etiquette applies to every way of

communication, it is extremely
important - for it makes the relationship and the intentions clear.
Before reading we challenge you to
ask yourself: Do you know how to
behave in different situations? and
How well are you aware of the etiquette norms? Here are several questions collected in a quick test for you
to see if you’re familiar with daily
etiquette or not:
Not many know that business requires etiquette, because it teaches
to maintain the relationship between
co-workers and clients. It also may
affect the promotion and job opportunity, because society favours those

do you address the Dean orally?
01 How
a Dean Linne...

b Dr. Linne...
c Dr. Gilbert Linne...

reaching to the door ﬁrst, do you open
02 When
it for the lady? Or let her open it herself?

a Let her open it
b Help her to open the door
c Open the door yourself

coming down and when going up the stairs,
03 When
where the man and the woman should be?

a The woman should be on the lower stair,

so ahead of the man when coming down
and behind him when going up
b The man should be on the lower stair, so
ahead of the women when coming down
and behind her when going up
c They both should be along the side

Answers: 1.a; 2.all; 3.b

who are polite and well-mannered.
The young generation has to learn
how to be polite, because today’s example of the local business etiquette
falls short from what may be expected. When etiquette is neglected
in business, the CEO, partners and
subordinates begin to struggle with
building a strong working community.
To begin with, etiquette is a very
broad topic to fully reveal it in one
article, so today’s subject to cover is
introduction: greeting and introducing people to each other, introducing
yourself, words, postures and ges-

can be expected due to a promising
customer base at the university, since
the majority of those who signed a
petition are females. It is quite important, because according to Ms
Elena Shornikova, an Operations
Manager at Starbucks in Kazakhstan, 80% of Starbucks customers
are females aged from 18 to 29.
Despite the fact that some people
support this idea while others are
against it, the decision has already
been made. Ms Maria Mikey, Communications Officer
at the office of
the President,

ent company. The contract is being written
and worked through between KIMEP lawyers and Starbucks.”
Strong desire of Dr Michael Conrad and his assistants Kristina and
Veronica to have Starbucks drove
the chances for the giant up, and all
has been done because Dr Conrad
was motivated by Starbucks customer service and the value that this
brand may add to KIMEP:
Starbucks provides its customers not
just with coffee but with pleasant experience. It will be a new interesting
place to go to and hang out at. Actually, most universities have
such places where students
can feel comfortable. And
Starbucks is known for
creating the right atmosphere. Students should
want to stay at the university, and not to go
home. Also, it will help to
market KIMEP as an

“

provides us the following information:
The President’s Cabinet made two
decisions. The first was to allow Starbucks into the bidding process, because their
proposal came late. The second decision by
PC was to accept the petition of the students for Starbucks over the recommendation of the Tender Committee for a differ-

institution because Starbucks is
a brand. And young people like it.”
Even though some people don’t
really like the idea of Starbucks,
the gears are already moving, and
the whole decision-making process
serves as a good signal for democratic movements, driven by students’
choices. The result of their decision
will be Starbucks opening its doors
in the next Fall semester. In the end,
who else but the students should decide what kind of coffee they want
to drink on campus?

tures to use best. Introduction is very
important as it is the first impression
you make, which sets the tone for the
further relationship.
In introducing a man to a woman,
you may ask Mr. Smith if he has met
Mrs. Jones, but you must not ask
Mrs. Jones if she has met Mr. Smith!
How many times you’ve experienced
doing the exact opposite thing? Pretty much every time! Mostly it’d be:
“Mrs. Jones? Mr. Smith! Mr. Smith?
Mrs. Jones!”. Actually, to say each
name once is quite enough. However, in introducing a man to a man
there is no difference, it is equal.
Another thing to mention is most
people of a good taste dislike being
asked of their names straight, they
find it unflattering. If you want to
know who you have been talking
to, you can ask a third person later
about his/her name. Then next time
you can talk to a person and refer to
him/her by name.
Another mean of communication is
non-verbal. Shaking hands and nodding in public places has some rules
to mention too. Though shaking
hands is more or less clear to our Kazakh society, there is some difference
in greetings and introducing women
and men to each other. When men
are introduced to each other they
always shake hands. As mentioned
before, men should be introduced
to women, and sometimes a woman
can extend her hand for a man to

shake, but not necessarily. However,
if a woman was offered to shake a
man’s hand, then she is not allowed
to ignore it, as it is considered to be
rude. The same with greeting an acquaintance in public places: it will be
extremely rude if you don’t at least
nod in acknowledgement or actually
shake hands. In etiquette rudeness is
inexcusable.
The rudeness in introduction coexists with unnecessary introduction.
There is no need to introduce people
in big cities, as there is little chance
they will meet again or remember
each other, because they see new faces every day. At the same time, small
public place is a rather undesirable
set as it is a community where people are so closely thrown together:
two people might not even want to
be introduced.
All the other norms of flattering
behavior can be found in Etiquette
by Emily Post. The book is full of
detailed rules of behavior and very
rich for advice and tips on being
ethically educated. Most of etiquette
rules are astonishing, because very
few people pay attention to them,
especially when it comes to introducing oneself and people correctly. There is a chance to change the
situation and level of etiquette with
the youth by applying these rules in
business and in any other relationship. Stay tuned for more articles on
Etiquette lessons!

“
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Harry Potter and a Four Year
Journey: There and...Back Again?

Year 1: The Countdown Begins
or How Gandalf Knocked
on the Door

And so the journey begins: you put
on the Sorting Hat to find the path
you should take in your Bachelor degree, you wander around the campus
searching for mysterious Hall #3 of
Valikhanov building, trying to figure
out what in the world are the pregnant building , Kim’s and Fun Club
, you take on a mission of solving
the riddle that is a semester schedule,
and you discover a whole new world
of witchcraft and wizardry, namely
of Academic English and General
Education.
First ARW assignments, when you
are barely meeting the deadlines because university life is so overwhelming. First experience of working
in a group, when you don’t
know that choosing only
your friends as group mates
might not be the best strategy. First student organization
you choose to become a part
of, with a 50% probability that
it is KIMEP Pie or KIMEP
Friends. First well-known KIMEP
party thrown by that exact organizations, which may end up in a fistfight
or even better – police shutting the
whole thing down. First... university
love story? Could be, why not? So
many things, so many memories, so
many days just passing by and nothing you can do about it anymore –
the countdown, it has already begun.
Year 2. Sophomores, The Ring
of Power and Basilisk

Life doesn’t seem to be more exciting than at the moment when
young and curious faces show up
at the Ground floor looking all
flustered and shy, resembling the
dwarfs brought in by no ones else
but Gandalf. The dragons - Juniors
and Seniors - smell fresh blood and
little knowing Freshmen become
the center of attention - someone
should absorb whatever the older
students have to share with their
young fellows.

These days filled with joy and happiness, excitement of delving into
yet another year, one that, you are
sure, will be greater than your Freshman year. Sophomore – some would
say “neither fish nor meat”, as you
are not as fresh anymore and not that
experienced yet. Most of us remember our second year as a care-free
and quite eventful one. Going on
exchange program somewhere in the
middle of your second or third year,
exploring a bit of another world, get-

words by
Alina Tuleugazy
illustration by
Nazira
Berdybayeva

ting on track with most of the courses, getting sick of two credit taking
classes - sounds familiar, huh?
That’s when you stumble over one
of the rings of power - that confident you feel, as if the world is at
your feet, and that warm feeling
growing in your chest is nothing
more than the power to take over the
university slowly rising in you. One
Ring to rule them all . You enjoy it,
take the most out of it, and wallow
in your glory - for as long as the final
exams are nowhere to be seen.
Time goes by, and as one semester
nears the finish line, you suddenly
find yourself in a Secret Chamber
searching for a way towards something you are not so sure you will
get - an “A+”. You struggle to keep
the engine running, maybe try to revive some of the efficiency lost back
in South Korea or Austria during
exchange semester, and constantly
push yourself to fight your biggest
enemy - laziness, one I would call a
student’s personal Basilisk. Having
no idea how to kill that beast is quite
normal, especially if you are not given the instructions along with some
fishy diary of a crazy guy. Yet you
don’t even notice how in a blink of
an eye another academic year is left
behind…two more to go! Or three,
or four, or five… well, depends :)
Year 3. The Lonely Mountain,
Fantastic Animals and Caffein
Slowly getting through the debris
of General Education, Language,
Program Foundation and tons of
other requirements, you get closer
and closer to one of the most important destinations on your journey
map - the Lonely Mountain. Why so
lonely, you may wonder? That is because you are entering into the cave
of a creature you haven’t met before
- your Major (yes, it is supposed to be
the Dragon, but hey - it fits). Out of
all your now-not-so-dwarfy friends
you get to keep mostly those who

JOURNALISM
Frederick Emrich

Network Theories
Communications is an interdisciplinary
field, which means that it draws on many
other areas of research in trying to
understand and explain issues related to
the phenomena particular to our field:
television, the internet, journalism,
public relations, and so on.
In my teaching I often make use of
network theories. These are theories
that have been developed in sociology,
management studies, and other fields.
In general, they describe groups as
individuals understood as a whole in
terms of meaningful connections. In other
words, if we want to understand society,
we need to know how we establish relationships (connections), with whom,
under what circumstances, and so on.
In communication studies this is partic-

ularly important because we are really
not just interested in media themselves—we are more interested in how
people use media to connect with one
another, to express ideas to others, and
to work toward social goals. Recently
communications theorists have focused
much attention on the internet, particularly on social network sites, and on how
those technological networks are
important for the social networks in
which human beings live. I try to introduce my students to some of the most
important ideas in this area.

are to conquer the Major with you,
standing hand in hand and throwing
themselves at the pointed ends of
Specialization Requirement Courses.
Sounds like fun, looks like a lot of
work and feels like a never-ending
nightmare.
With each punch thrown at your
selected field of study, it hits you
back with the force of thousands of
pages to read, millions of concepts
to learn and tons of information
to memorize. You run around the
Library as a mad man, barely seeing the covers, desperate to fill your
head with something useful before
the exams. You snatch a book, sit
down and read, and as your eyes get
blurry and hazed, you start seeing
unicorns, leprechauns, centaurs, and
what is it there? A three-headed dog?
Seems like you fell asleep right in the
library! Happens to the best of us,
no worries - sleepless nights is a rather international concept.
With a goal to conquer your Major,
studying turns more intense, powers leave you faster than before and
concentration is more often on a vacation rather than with you. That’s
when you find yourself standing in
the queue for some coffee, fixated
on the bitter taste of the caffeinated elixir on the tip of your tongue,
waiting for it to kick into your brain
cells and give them a charge. If asked
by someone about the time of having too much coffee that it almost
felt too bad, some students would
probably have an instant flashback
to those dark nights that were full of
terror - ones right before the midterms, project deadlines, and final
exams.
Year 4. The Crossroad or There
and Back Again
The Senior year is one of the most
excruciating years you ever get to
experience: life is expecting you to
change shoes not only figurally, but
also literally. With the first internship
you forget what comfortable sneakers, ripped skinny jeans, summer
shorts and flip-flops are - daily casual
needs to get changed into an official
dress-code. You are a soon-to-be
full-time employee now.
Gradually, as the list of courses

inevitably shortens and internships
are getting out of the way, one starts
weighing down the choices about
to be made better sooner than later.
Many of us are very uncertain of
what is coming next and most of
us will have to make hard decisions
that will change our lives in one way
or another. Graduation day is just
around the corner and we have to be
ready to start off to the next destination of our Life Journey.
Symbolically, this particular journey
has started with a graduation ceremony and it is going to end with one:
your adventure has started years ago,
and now it will bring you back again.
Where? - you may ask. And I will tell
you where - to the Crossroad. When
you were saying goodbye to your
high school years you have already
been there, that’s where good old
Gandalf found you and from where
you happened to find your way to
KIMEP. Now, when it’s about the
time to say goodbye to your student
years, you will find yourself in the
middle of the Crossroad one more
time. Be fearless, be strong, be brave!
“You are the boy who survived, and your
next adventure isn’t too far”.

STATISTICS
Vassily Voinov

Hypothesis Testing

being actually true. This wrong
conclusion one may find out in
The essence of hypothesis very many textbooks for busitesting in mathematical statis- ness and economics. Actually, it
tics.
can be easily shown that probaAlmost all serious well justified bility of trueness of this is zero,
decisions in business are made because there are infinitely
using mathematical statistics, many other hypotheses to
namely, hypotheses testing based which your data do not contraon real data (results of experi- dict (see Lecture#7 of my course
ments or observations). Usually, "Business Statistical Analysis"
the main null hypothesis () is formu- for bachelor students). Rejection
lated as a hypothesis about or not rejection of a hypothesis
absence of an effect: no difference, depends on a Type One Error
no correlation, no dependence, (probability erroneously rejectetc. A hypothesis () is a research ing if it is actually true) specified
hypothesis that should answer the by a customer. Assume that
question: is there significant differ- Type One Error. It means that
ence, correlation, dependence, approximately in 5 out of 100
etc. between variables of interest. cases your decision can be
The most popular conclusion wrong, and, respectively, proba(even among professional statisti- bility of trueness of your particucians) is that if is not rejected by lar decision is zero. So is mathedata, then we may consider it as matical statistics.
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KIMEP as a Part of My Life
courses of KIMEP Language Center.
The memories I have about my teachers
of English and our evening classes, when
the debates could have kicked off for
one or another topic of discussion, still
warm my heart. There was uniqueness
to the teaching methodology: to open up

words by
Aigerim Kainazarova,
HR Manager at KIMEP
translation by
Alina Tuleugazy
photography by
Fatina Ashirova

MBA program at KIMEP. During the
time of studying I have experienced true
joy of getting to know other students, of
communicating with them, because you
meet new people every semester and with
some of them I have studied for several
years in a row. While being a KIMEP stu-

A

lmaty city center, corner of
Dostyk and Abay streets. For
someone it is probably just a
simple crossroad, and it was like that for
me as well until the very year of 2007.
If you start reminiscing and go back in
time for 10 years, to the year of 1997,
that would be the year I got my Bachelor
diploma at Al-Farabi Kazakh National
University. After graduation I was eager
to start my career and find my place in
life. My dad, always a farseeing man he
was, asked me at that time: “Why don’t
you continue your education and apply
to the Master’s degree at KIMEP? You
should remember that this university is a
special one in our country. With its diploma in hands you can achieve a lot in your
life…” However, I decided differently
and didn’t quite listen to my dad’s arguments. Back then, I happened to pass by
this educational institution every day on
the way to my job place, and I couldn’t
have imagined that in a few years I would
know every single dash on the walls and
every single detail within the corridors of
this building at the Dostyk avenue.
In 2007 I was granted with an opportunity to study English at the evening

T

Policies and Rules for Recognized Intellectual
Competitions Awards provided by Corporate Development Department

he policies and rules
enumerated herein are
intended, in part, to
clarify the KIMEP University’s
relationship to Recognized Intellectual Competitions and also
are intended to reflect the institution’s concerns and interests for
promoting awareness, values, and
responsible behavior.

01

On the photo: Aigerim Kainazarova and her son, Adilkhan, at the
Graduation ceremony 2014.
the language skill of each student, hereby dent, I have realized what it feels like to
eliminating the stiffness from commu- be a part of a team. Working in a group
nicating in a different language. Some- you start to understand that you can rely
thing told me that after completing those on any one of your members, especially
courses my bond to the university would during the hard times.
become even stronger.
The year of 2014 has become a
It did happen. After my dad had passed long-awaited year of completing my studaway, the desire to fulfil his will of me ies, and the graduation ceremony taking
continuing education haven’t been leav- place in May has marked that month with
ing me. And so in 2009 I enrolled into an unforgettable event. Upon completion

of my degree I have realized what my dad
meant when he said that KIMEP could
grant one with many things. I consider
myself as being happy, both in terms of
family and in terms of career. I am very
lucky to have colleagues like mine. The
university community is a good example
of the understanding between representatives of different cultures. In my studies
I was granted with a happy chance of attending lectures held by the faculty from
leading foreign universities and local professors working at KIMEP. Even though
it’s not quite possible to name each single
professor I got to meet, I can surely say
that our faculty was and still is one with
the highest qualifications. Regarding my
student life, I can relate to my student
friends who have drastically changed their
lives to the better after acquiring KIMEP
diplomas. Within the professional sphere
of my life I had an opportunity of unifying my views and attitudes towards
KIMEP from the inside, as its employee,
and from the outside, as a student.
What does the age of 25 years mean to
KIMEP University? All those years University alumni are working for the best of
our country, carrying the responsibility
for its future. KIMEP is the peer of an
Independent Kazakhstan. This meaningful event demonstrates the importance
of the university in the educational system of Kazakhstan. These years have
been spent hand in hand with our state
during the time of its establishment, and
we can proudly say: “We are together for
25 years!”

Recognized intellectual competition may not engage students in
hazing activities. Hazing is defined as any action or situation that
recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental or physical health
or safety of a student or that willfully destroys or removes public
or private property for the purpose of initiation or admission into
or affiliation with, or as a condition for continued membership in
any recognized student organization.

04

05

The Office of Corporate Development Department
coordinates Involvement of KIMEP students to
competitions.

02
Only currently registered full-time
KIMEP U students shall be eligible
to obtain KIMEP University Award
for winning in recognized intellectual
competition. Graduate students may
be enrolled full-time or part-time at
the time of their winning.

06

07

03
09

All payments should be done within 10 working
days after informing CDD about KIMEP
students winning in recognized case
competitions.

13

14

Intellectual competitions can be recognized if they
promote KIMEP U, if they involve 3 universities as
minimum.

11

KIMEP is not obliged to know how an award
will be distributed among team members.

The authority to recognize intellectual competitions
is hereby delegated to the Office of Corporate
Development Department

08
Award is given on the base
of written notification from
organizers of recognized
intellectual competition and
containing information on
names of winning team or
individuals.

If а team represented one person, an award
amount is the same.

12

All recognized intellectual competitions are given
opportunity to inform students about forthcoming
competitions though KIMEP U web-site, social
networks, emails, speaking opportunities and
printing materials like posters, leaflets.

The KIMEP University may
become involved in the incampus and off-campus
conduct of recognized
intellectual competitions.

1st place - 67,500 tenge, 2nd place - 37,500 tenge,
3rd place - 22,500 tenge

10

This fund can be used to cover fees/travel
expenses on a case by case basis if a team applied
with a written request for CDD support. Written
request should contain a budget and description
of a competition and be submitted to CDD
office as minimum one month prior to a
competition.

15
Students can request any other support and
KIMEP will consider it on case by case basis.

An award is given in the form of bank transfer to a captain of
the team. Every team member should sign captain nomination
form to be sure that nominated captain receives an award.

The list of competitions and winning teams to be provided by Alima Dostiyarova
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What Lesson Can We Learn from Cinderella?

The Upcoming Premiere of Broadway Musical by KELT
continued from cover page
words by
Sabina
Bekbenbetova
photography by
Askar Ospanov
However, another issue appeared.
It was much more expensive than
just a normal straight play with no
music. It cost a lot to buy a license,
the sum was actually in the thousands of dollars. KELT’s funds
raised by selling tickets for the previous shows were insufficient to cover
all the expenses. That is why for the
first time KELT asked for a sponsorship. Even though the Tender Committee largely supported this project,
the Budget Committee changed its
mind several times and finally, rejected their budget proposal after the
President of KSA refused to accept
Budget Committee’s decision of giving 500,000 KZT to Cinderella musical. Luckily, there were enough people and organizations who wanted
to make this show happen. A lot of
of KELT’s American friends donated money via gofund.me web-site and
they received different kind of help
and support from Almaty Akimat,

Medeo district Akimat, “Nur Otan”
party, KIMEP University, MEGA
Centre, Love Radio, Alma TV, Havas Media, Atamas, and Interpress.
Combination of all these things together gave them enough money and
resources to make the show.
Despite the fact that the financial
side of the issue was solved, the
team faced another problem - creating magic on the stage. It is associated with building decorations and
sewing costumes. Since KELT members are not professionals, they try
to do everything on their own and
not to hire someone from the outside. However, the workload is so
great that a lot of friends of KELT
members just come to help and dive
in this atmosphere with such passion
that they always want to come back.
They have an expression “Once in
KELT, forever in KELT”. As Laura
Pacini says:
“We are kind of a big family and everyone knows that they can call us in the middle of the night and we will be there to help
them. It’s just a real sense of community.
You may think that we already get sick of
each other but we call and say “Hey, let’s
hang out tomorrow, guys!””.
Overcoming all the obstacles,

KELT is going to present their
great show in the beginning of May.
What’s important is that two performances will be made for those who
will otherwise won’t see the show for children from orphanages and
from a school for blind children, because they believe that this musical
will find echo in everyone’s soul.
“I think this show will be really special
because this story is about a girl who is basically raised as a servant of horrible people
and who is supposed to be a slave. Through
the help of her friends, Godmother, magic,
she finds this light and she is able to change
her life. Actually, this is the story of hope,
story of forgiveness, story of redemption. It
has all the perfect pieces for great show that
we are going to work with. It is worth every
penny that we spent on it.”
- Laura Pacini

If you want to learn
more about KELT itself
and its history please
refer to our previous
issue #113 July 2014 (p.4)
https://www.kimep.kz/
kimeptimes/en/

Global UGRAD Journey
words by Safiya Sadyr
photography by Izzat Sadyr

“I don’t belong here. What was I
even thinking? How do I go back?”
were the first thoughts I had upon

setting my foot in the doorway of
my new room in South Hall, University of Missouri - Columbia. Let’s set
a bit of a backstory for
this scene.
In the last days of December I heard about
a program Global Undergraduate Exchange
Program, which offered
an opportunity to spend
an exchange semester in
one of the US universities completely free of
cost. The program is
sponsored by the U.S.
Department of State and
Cultural Affairs and they
cover all the expenses:
traveling to and from the
U.S., housing, food, all
the tuition fees, and the
grantees are also awarded monthly scholarship
to cover any other additional expenses. Some
of the students use it for
traveling to other states
and cities, others buy
anything they might not
be able to find in their
home countries.

On the photo: Famous “Fearless Girl” statue on the Wall Street

An alum from a previous year made a post on
Facebook giving a simple description of the
program and the link to
application page, and by
the time I saw it, I had
only 10 days to complete
the application form,
which included essays,
transcripts, and letters
of recommendation, etc.

On the photo: Stepmother and Stepsisters - Jessica Lewis, Anar Yussupova (KIMEP Alumni) , Margarita Andreyeva (KIMEP staff- worked
for student affairs)

Following the review of all applications, selected candidates are called
for an interview. Which, surprisingly,
happened to me. I got a call somewhere in the 20th of January and was
invited to the U.S. Consulate in Kazakhstan, Almaty. I was asked some
questions, asked some questions
myself and was promised to receive
a follow-up email later. Follow-up
happened in March when I was given a voucher for TOEFL test and
was asked to register ASAP. Now,
the deal with TOEFL was slightly
confusing, some sources say that the
test is only used to determine your
level of proficiency in English and
the University you would be assigned
to. However, some people who had
low scores on TOEFL test were not
selected to be finalists, but some others were sent to the U.S. for two semesters, one of which was spent in
English training classes.
End of July, I flew to Astana to get
my U.S. visa and also take part in the
pre-departure orientation organised
by the Embassy of the United States
in Kazakhstan. Expenses for that trip
were also covered completely by the
program. Then I received the news
that I would actually spend spring semester in the state of Missouri, little
town of Columbia with only 100,000
something people living there.
I arrived to the United States on the
8th of January and the first shock experience I had was the actual smallness of the town I was sent to. It was
a noticeable difference compared to
Almaty, and even to Astana. Part of
it was due to the fact that I arrived
during the winter break and everyone was off campus but it was still
surprising to be in a city with no
skyscrapers in any proximity. Now,
speaking of the campus, it is huge.
I still manage to get lost and I have

already been here for four months
now. There are at least seven dining
facilities thrown all over campus,
more than 20 residence halls (dormitories), and up to 60 different faculty
buildings.
So where does that first simple
thought comes from, you might
wonder. That moment of not belonging struck me the first moment
I was left alone in my dorm room in
the U.S. and there were a couple of
times when it hit me again and again.
However, some thinking led me to
believe that it is an inseparable part
of exchange life. You are thrown
into a new culture and a new way
of living, and to be honest, even if
people do want to know more about
your country (which does not always
happen), you are still forced to adapt
to the way of life people lead in this
country you are a guest in. “When in
Rome, do as Romans do,” right?
There were multiple similar little cultural shocks like that. But the
highlight of this experience were
the three days I have spent in Washington, D.C. All the finalists of the
UGRAD program are flown into
Washington, D.C. for three days for
the End of Program Workshop. I
have just returned from that workshop a week ago and it was incredible. There were 127 representatives
of 57 countries from all over the
world. We have spent those three
days in different sessions, exchanging our experiences and current
problems happening in our countries
that we would like to play role in for
things to change.
All in all, an exchange semester is
something everyone should attempt
to take a part in. It will for sure enrich your life and help you become a
better version of yourself.
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Interesting Ways to
Tackle a New Language
Alina: Easter Break with a
German Touch

“What could be better than spending Easter holidays in Europe?”, I
thought. Spending these holidays
with a friend’s family in a countryside of Germany proved even more
exciting than I initially suspected it
would be, with one tiny little problem
- Ich spreche nicht Deutsch. Self-studying
turned out to be not the best idea I
had, as the book I picked up to conquer Deutsch was quite boring and
definitely ineffective. So I decided to
turn a trip to Germany into a weeklong study process and there it all began… with a happy “Alina? Ich heisse
Sandra!” and an almost empty bus
terminal - Busbahnhof.
Sunday morning started off with
everybody saying Frohe Ostern! - and
me staring blankly at the table decorated with eggs and chocolate bunnies - I had no clue how to reply.
Devastation kicked in, the whole
idea looked stupid to me and I even
wanted to convince my friend to simply be the interpreter, so I wouldn’t
have to try and fail. But then, if you
are afraid to fail every time you are
about to try something - there is no
way you can learn, right? Right, das ist
gut (this is good), I told myself, Ich will
Deutsch lernen (I want to learn German).
And I started nagging my friend to
teach me sentences, words, phrases
I could use while staying with her
family, doing my best to communicate with her grandma and parents.
Surprisingly, I quickly learnt how to
say general things like Danke für das
Abendessen (thank you for the dinner),
Kannst du mir die Kartoffeln geben? (can
you pass me potatoes?), and Eine kleine
Tasse schwarzer Kaffee, bitte (one cup
of black coffee, please). With each day
spent in this wonderful country I
memorized more and more, and
even ordered my first cup of doppio in the town not far from Neuschwanstein castle - that was a small
win in fighting the shyness!
At the end of the day, I wanted to
see whether it can work out - diving
into the language with no possibility of switching to English or Russian when you want to. Turns out,
even when learning the language
from first hands, with no chance
of someone explaining it to you in
the language you know, the process
becomes quite tough. My verdict is:

a particular language can always correct mispronunciation in your speech
and teach you the basics. But for a
beginner, it is always hard to develop speaking skills, especially when
not having somebody speaking that
language. Nevertheless, I can speak
some basics of French phrases now.
If somebody asks Comment allez-vous?
(How are you?) or Ça va? (How is it going?), I can answer Je vais bien merci (I’m
okay thanks). I also can introduce myself in French now - Bonjour, je m’appelle Nigora (Hello, my name is Nigora)
and say Enchanté! (Nice to meet you!)
after greeting someone. For me, it
is already a great first step in learning the language! And now, I want
to practice it with native speakers of
French.

you need an awesome German-English speaking friend to teach you, a
German speaking family to visit and
practice with, some courage to sound
funny and make stupid mistakes but
still try, and, maybe, a little bit of
background in German grammar something I totally missed out on.
After this week I promised myself
to actually open the book and dive
into a great world of articles, clauses
and… tenses. And I believe that Alles
wird gut sein (all will be good)!

Nigora: Listen to the language of love

versation is good, although it is necessary to be cautious when practicing with non-native speakers as they
may potentially make mistakes (often
in pronunciation) which you could
also adopt. Both methods have their
pros and cons, but keep reading to
find out why learning language with
native speakers could be perfect for
you.
At the KIMEP dormitory where
I live, there are many people from
different countries speaking different languages. Honestly, one of the

Pamirian and remembering them was
much easier. So, now that my experiment came to an end, I can’t say that
now I speak Pamirian like a pro but
one thing I know is that it was a fun
experience, and if I continue learning it, sooner or later I will master
it. The success of this new method
has changed my ideas about language
learning, and about learning in general. The purpose of this article was
to share my insights and experience
with people who are looking for effective learning methods.

Malika: Learning Language
with a Native Speaker

French language has always been
one of the difficult languages for me
in terms of pronunciation. Whenever I heard phrases such as Bonjour!
(Hello!), À plus tard! (See you soon!),
or Parlez-vous anglais? (Do you speak
English?), I could always determine
these phrases being French because
of different pronunciation of “j”
and “r” letters in words. I decided
to challenge myself to learn French
phrases for a week through audio
lessons, since I wanted to learn some
basic French and I actually had an
experience with learning languages
through audio lessons previously.
One of the good things of learning a language through audio disks is
the visualization of words provided
with images and their pronunciation.
I consider it a good way of remembering words by listening the correct
way of saying them along with the
images of these words. Another big
advantage are show dialogues used
on everyday or frequent occasions.
As mentioned before, since French
is a difficult language to learn on
your own, listening to dialogues and
repeating after them is very effective.
I also prefer audio disks because of
the result-tracking option, which
pushes a learner to do his or her best
in order to get more correct answers
and points. A learner can be fully
concentrated on learning a language
by not being distracted with numerous video courses on YouTube,
which are all different in terms of
complexity level , pronunciation and
duration of videos.
However, nothing can replace practicing real-life dialogues with native
speakers of a language. The same
was true for me. Though I learned
some French words and phrases, I
lacked practice. Native speakers of

ACCOUNTING
Rashid Makarov

When you start learning a foreign
language or if you want to improve
one you already know, one of the
best things to do is to connect and
start chatting with a native speaker.
Most people have good resources
when it comes to reading and writing,
as for me words are not the key to a
language - that is, you could memorize 5,000 words from a dictionary
and not be able to string a sentence
together or express yourself in any
meaningful way. Of course, any con-

languages I always liked because of
the way it sounds and always wanted to learn was Pamirian language.
Pamirian language is one of the languages spoken in Tajikistan. At the
dormitory there are quite a lot of
people from Tajikistan who speak
this language. I decided to challenge
myself and try to learn Pamirian language as an experiment for one week
with a help of the native speaker. My
experiment was based on the idea
that I would not use any books, no
dictionaries at all, I will make no kind
of notes and keep everything in my
head.
So, the first day was tough, since
I literally knew nothing about this
language. I started asking the translation of basic things and of anything
that I saw or that came to my mind.
So first basic things I learned were
Carang - How are you?, Bashand - Good,
Chire - What are you up to?, Qulugh Thank you. Learning was really fun,
especially when you have to try as
hard as you can to pronounce something, and they say that the way you
sound is too funny. Next days were
getting better: I was actually remembering the new words I learned. On
the fourth day, I could already say
general things without even thinking,
like I knew them my whole life. On
the sixth day, learning new words in

Economist’s
Curvilinear Cost
Function

Total Cost

Relevant Range

A straight
line closely
approximates
a curvilinear
variable cost
line within the
relevant range

Relevant Range is the volume of activity
over which cost behavior stays valid.
This definition simply means that a
certain relationship remains unchanged
under certain circumstances, that is it. It
can be used for any activity you conduct
in real life and with respect to any formula, method, or statement you study in
any subject, not only accounting.
Let us take jogging as an example. If
you make a statement “I can run 7
meters per second”, it sets relationship

between distance and time. It can be true… if a
distance you run is equal to 200 meters. However, can you run that fast for 42 km non-stop,
will the statement remain valid? Thus, the
relevant range of your claim is any distance for
which your statement stays true. Similarly,
y=ax+b specifies a relationships between x and
y. And this formula can “work” only within a
certain range of x values. Therefore, knowing a
"relevant range" of anything you study or do is
of value.

It’s not a secret that our whole life
has already moved to a virtual reality.
We get know each other by means
of messengers, follow not literally
but in Insta profiles, and guys chase
girls through liking their pictures and
sending music. So, why not to use
our internet addiction for some benefit? I was always wondering whether
it’s possible to learn a language (at
least conversational) without attending any courses. The answer is - definitely no! But let me start from the
very beginning…
I wanted to speak Italian but since
I’m studying French now, I’ve decided not to mixed them up and postpone Italian for the better times. But
once I’ve stumbled upon “Polyglot”
lessons that are of free access on
Youtube. During these lessons a famous Russian linguist Dmitry Petrov
(who, by the way, speaks 50 languages) teaches people in the classroom
some basics of the language. After the end of this course students
should be able to make a small talk. I
was so inspired and started searching
for Italian lessons that assured me
with a heading: “learn Italian in 16
hours”. How naive was I! As any usual class it starts from alphabet, some
pronunciation rules, and basic grammar. There were no signs of trouble
yet. It seemed to me that after the
end of experiment I should book
a flight and go explore Italy. But in
just a moment my dreams were destroyed. While moving further and
further, I started realizing the importance of tutor who can guide
me, clarify some points, and even
kick me when I finally grew tired and
wanted to watch some funny stuff
but not a man who was convincing
me from the screen of my laptop to
remember conjugation.
Unfortunately, I can’t say Io parlo italiano (I speak Italian), but next
time I order pizza I will be able to
say Per favore (Please). And, I can confess by exclaiming Te amo! (I love you!)
to someone special . But who can’t?
The language of love needs no translation. Still I don’t think that I totally
wasted my time. The lesson that I’ve
learnt from it and want to share with
you is that after this short course you
won’t really speak any language but
at least you will understand whether
you like it or not. And if yes, you will
be highly motivated to dive into it!

Konstantinos Dimitriou

Accountant’s Straight-Line
Approximation (constant unit
variable cost)

Graph: The Linearity Assumption
and the Relevant Range

Sabina: Diving into Italian
via Youtube

LANGUAGE CENTER

Activity

Relevant Range

“I loved it” or “Murd id khush vud”
in Pamirian - that’s the first thing that
now comes to my mind when I remember this experiment.

Thesis
or Thesis Statement
When
we
engage
in
academic study, we always
want to know why we are
studying this or that. It’s the
same for writing an academic
text. A thesis is your decision
about what your essay or
project is trying to prove. It
helps you to marshal all of
your arguments, and all the
proof that you have gathered

from your reading. Your essay
has an aim, given to you by your
professor, as does each research
project. You can have a thesis at
the beginning of your writing
process, and it will help guide
your reading, which may, on
occasion, cause you to change
your thesis. At the end of your
process, you look at 3 things
together: your aim; what your
research data shows, or what
your paragraph arguments are;
your thesis. They have to make
sense together. You haven’t
solved world peace yet, so don’t
forget to be modest. It is likely
that I can teach some students
what a thesis is, in 150 words.
That was my thesis for today.
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Networking: a Skill to be Mastered by Future Business People
words by
Azizakhon
Yuldasheva

I

n the developing world networking, especially business networking, remains
the main skill that helps people
to successfully enter the business
sphere. Imagine that you have a
good connection that you reached
with the help of networking or a
good friend at KIMEP University,

and what now? How to stay connected? This article will help you
to keep in touch with a person
wherever you are and despite the
lack of time you are able to spend
together.
Networking is a skill and a low-cost
marketing tool that helps most business people to find right connections
people for their future development.
Business networking is a mutually
beneficial relationship that helps you
in finding business partners and customers. It can help you to get some
information about the industry, learn
from the mistakes of others, get
some free career advice, bounce off
some good ideas and it may certainly

help you find a good job.
There are two types of business
networking: virtual and visual. In
virtual networking, you use social
networks to find people. There are
many social networks that could
be used more beneficially than just
for entertainment. For instance,
LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, etc.
LinkedIn is a more professional platform for companies to find employees. Facebook is becoming more and
more for networking use and less for
entertainment.
Alternatively, visual networking is
an old-fashioned way of networking, when the new communications
are made face to face. People most-

ly think that networking is efficient
only in special places, but you don’t
know for sure where you might find
a genius who can share an idea that
can become your future start-up.
You can use your networking skills
everywhere: while waiting in a queue
for food, at social gatherings, in a
supermarket while buying groceries
or at the bus stop while waiting for
a bus.
The important thing that remains is
just to talk: you might already have a
common topic. If you are in a queue
and waiting to get a ticket for a movie, ask what movie the person next
to you is going to watch - it’s actually
easier than what everybody tends to

think.
There are many people who have
many connections, but when they
need some help from someone they are stuck. They do not know
whether it is polite to ask for a favor
if they haven’t been connecting with
this person for a long time. And here
are some tips to stay connected with
a person and not to look like an intruder.
There are also many other tips on
how to stay connected and many
other aspects of your connections
that should be considered. In any
case, these tips, if used in a right way,
will help you to keep in touch and
maintain good relationships.

1

Priorize your connecons: group your connecons from necessary
business connecons to enjoyable connecons.

4

Offer your help if they need it one. Listen carefully to your connecon and
if the a person needs help, then - give it. Do not help as if your intenon is
to ask for a favor later. Be genuine and sincere while helping a person, it
may help you to get more respect from him/her.

2

Keep in touch with them through different tools like emails, phone calls,
social gatherings and coffee meengs. Tell them about the things that
might interest them by using any tools menoned above. It can be an
inspiring arcle, or an engaging book, effecve training that might catch
their aenon.

5

Do not force friendship if the person does not want to have one with you.
If you see that a person has no interest in staying connected with you a er
your aempts to stay in touch connected, do not push too hard. Ends do
not meet, if the desire is one-sided.

3

Use social media carefully: do not just share any posts that you think are
interesng or simply start a chat every me you are bored. If the person
had any big achievements it will be beer to give a call than just to write a
message.

6

Refresh your contacts from me to me: add new connecons that you
have recently met. It does not mean that you have to block the connecon
that you do not need anymore, you may sll keep in touch with them - it’s
just that they might actually turn out to be less important than the ones
you have just established.

The Nagging Problem
words by
Aidaná Dosseke

N

agging is a classical
way to take out personal daily problems
of yours for the people around
you to see that you are struggling. Such phenomena has always been there and nowadays
has grew into a trend with the
help of social media. Today’s
youth adapts the trend and
makes it grow bigger just like
#makeAmericaGreatagain tag.
Of course, there are plenty of
hilarious nag-jokes on crying it out
loud and they are just right to laugh
about. All the rest, the vast majority
clutters up the Internet with plain
complaints. It forms the nagging
cult, which is so broadly accepted
and worshiped that it only spices up
the society’s taste to nagging.
It seems like people have gathered
into so-called social welfare groups
of naggers, where they can speak
out their problems and issues. So,
when people complain in front
of each other and are welcome to
do so, there is no shame crossing
their minds and no one senses the
responsibility. Moreover, nagging
clubs work as an evidence that others have problems too, it makes
everybody think that there are no
issues to fix at all. They can be tak-

en for granted. There is a common
theory that one’s failure is justified
if someone else has failed too. Remember getting a bad mark and
looking for someone with the same
result to assure that it is fine? Same
thing here.
As problems are taken for granted, there is no need for resolving

them. These aren’t problems, these
are just out-coming circumstances
and not even close problems to find
solutions for. This is the moment
when people stop trying to change
something, as their determination is

sinking in the swamp of existence.
They are ok with the problem, from
now on they nag for nagging. With
constant posts and reposts of jokes
like «Just do it!.. later», which are
getting more annoying.
Why not just deal with it? Why
not admit the fact that in order to
live life it is needed to manage lots
of activities and it is needed to be
complicated, because without the
complexity all becomes quite pointless. The well-known Mouse Utopia
Experiment proves it vividly: 2,200
mice were provided with unlimited resources of
food and drink,
the
protection
from predators
and disease. The
experiment resulted in extinction
25 times in a row,
paradise rapidly
turns into dystopia, when the
society isn’t bothered anymore.
However, it is
extremely important to nag. To
remember
and
remind our selfish vanity that the
dire situation is a
mistake, that this
is not a bearable
level, that happiness is one step
away. And if the
obstacles vanish, then the potential
could be fulfilled. Nothing is lost,
there is always a way out, just stop
being ridiculous - love and live your
life. Perhaps, the ideal conditions
are those that we live in today.

PA
Nurseit Niyazbekov

MRKT

Alexander Ostrovskiy

Pareto Principle
An
Italian
economist
Vilfredo Pareto created the
rule and called it "Pareto
principle" or 80/20 rule in
simple language, without
complicated formulas, since
he was a mathematician.
The common rule of thumb
for business is "80% of company's sales come from
20% of company's clients"
and "20% of company's
sales come from other 80%
of clients" correspondingly.
Who are these clients?
These people are loyal
consumers, who are also
called heavy users (if we are
talking about consumption
rate). So we may say, that in
marketing "20% of heavy
users bring 80% of profit for
the company and other
80% of users who include
medium and light users
generate 20% of profit for
the company.

Social Capital
Originated in the US and
widely attributed to political
scientist Robert Putnam, a
concept of social capital
refers to networks of trust
and reciprocity among
individuals in a society.
Everyone has social capital,
but the amount of capital
that they posses tends to
vary. Some people have
more of it meaning that they
readily trust strangers. It is
this trust in people that we
don't know which matters.
The more trusting individuals in society, the more
cohesive it is. Moreover,
trusting societies have less
crime, more active citizens,
healthier
and
happier
people than societies characterized by public distrust
and alienation. Most people
agree that we need to breed
social capital for the above
mentioned reasons, but this
is easier said than done. Do
you think Kazakh society
possess a lot of social
capital?
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Welcome to the Bling Olympic
words by
John L. Couper

S

hopping.
At some point, for all true
shopping artistes, the beauty
of the beautiful matters less than
the competition for exquisite objects. When beautiful people have
access to more beauty than they
can absorb or appreciate, acquisition becomes more important than
inspiration. This explains America’s
fastest-growing industry: storage
rental facilities, where people can
warehouse the purchases that their
five-bedroom houses can no longer
accommodate. Superior people buy
products not because they need or
even want the objects, but to gain the
unalloyed pleasure of feeling competent as they walk past a glass door
toward the next shop, elegant paper
bags being carried to their Lexus by
staff, each elegantly weighed down
with Quality.
Now that Power Shopping has become an international competitive
sport -- with its own explicit but
unwritten rules, arenas, prizes and
champions -- the world was ready
for a Bling Olympics. Welcome to
the world’s first competitive event
that allows every driver of a Lexus
or Hummer driver to go for simulated Gold.
Purchases are the focus of these
new Olympics, but the true goal is
not winning, or even buying, but
self-development… reaching one’s
full potential as a World-Class Shopper. Naturally, this contest only has
Gold Medals; Second or Third place
doesn’t count.
We take you to a live broadcast of
the first of these grueling duels of
credit cards, held in the wealthiest
county in the US: Virginia’s Loudon
County, beside Washington D.C.
Here in Almaty, to help the audience
understand the events and the skills
of the shoppers is Ainura Belbekova,
the legendary Kazakh Master Shopper.
The opening ceremony of the 2013

Bling Olympics allowed every nation
to strut its shopping stuff. Competitors in ordinary Olympics have to
settle for multi-colored jumpsuits,
but the Bling Olympics proudly allows suits tailored totally from hundreds of labels ripped from the best
brandname clothes. The proud competitors, walk with practiced indifference— instead of looking around
the arena seats and waving, they gaze
into some unguessable distance, their
chins held high. The music is sophisticated but demanding and vaguely
classical. Each national team waves a
flag of their nation’s most exclusive
and haughty shopping mall. To ensure international respect, this mall
should be known only by the stratospheric few; cheering spectators toss
envious glances toward those neighbors who nod wisely at the name of
their nation’s top-ranked Shopping
Mecca, usually including the term
“Galleria.”
This year, the opening ceremony featured a thousand sales clerks
scurrying in choreographed patterns
around the center field, brandishing dust cloths and sales books. On
cue, every member of the audience
pointed their favorite precious gem
toward the main stage, flushing it

with reflected brilliance.
After the end of this grand opening spectacle, the competitors got
into their bespoke competition outfits and settled into the real purpose
of the Bling Olympics: winning the
coveted Shopping Gold Medals.
Here is the summary of the events
and results:
First Event: “10-meter Selecting.” Competitors look carefully
and discerningly at various fine products within a small rectangle. The
winner must show maximum focus
and an ability to make tiny distinctions, especially exactly knowing the
price (naturally, never displayed).
The Gold Medal goes to… the
U.A.E.’s Zohair Aziz, who-- in an average of only eight seconds-- noticed
aspects of overcoats that not even
the designers realized were built in.
Ainura Belbekova: We must especially respect Aziz’s skilled fingertips,
able to discern the quality of the lining by just brushing the outside of
each coat. Notice his ability to look
in a completely different direction
than whichever part of the coat he is
touching. Impressive!
Second Event: “20-meter Employee Humiliation.” Shopping
requires more than skill with elite

objects; a series of attentive shop
staff must also be dealt with. Using
a rehearsed set of obscure references and demands, competitors had to
create the maximum impact on
clerks using the
fewest words.
The
Gold
Medal
goes
to… Malaysia’s
Paduka Awang,
who made 4 of
the 5 available
employees feel
stupid using a
total of only 8
words and 11
withering, indirect glances.
Ainura Belbekova:
Breathtaking… having that kind
of impact on
every member
of the staff is
difficult, but effortlessly dominating all of
them showed a
true champion’s world-class levels of
experience and one-word, inflected
repartee skills.
Third Event: “High-wire Purchasing.” Competitors reach down
to make a final purchase in the
shortest time from a wire suspended
slightly above the checkout counter.
The winner completes the process
with the least motion and while looking out of the shop’s front window.
The Gold Medal goes to… Svetlana (“the Shark”) Azarova of Russia, who made the entire purchase,
purchase pickup, and exit in a single
flowing slow-motion gesture.
Ainura Belbekova: Since the actual
purchase can be the least enjoyable part of shopping, it takes sheer
confidence to make each departure
meaningful yet boring. Sveta is rightly regarded as a monument to exit
choreography.
Fourth Event: “Card control.”
Gymnastic skills are use to retrieve,
hand over, process, and replace a
card so that its minimalist design
and dramatic color are clearly visible
across every corner of the arena.
The Gold Medal goes to… America’s Taylor Rumbaugh, who astonished judges and spectators alike
with memorable card control: she

kept the card in her iguana-skin wallet and made the purchase simply
by saying, with subtle ennui, “that
should go on my account.”
Ainura Belbekova: What can I say?
Although cards now have the visual
panache once attached only to
high-fashion designs, even among
top shopping athletes few know how
to make the card flourish itself a
dynamic part of the moment. Rumbaugh is an artist in a class of her
own.
Fifth Event: “Tagteam Consumerism.” Remarkable coordination
and practice are needed for an individual who can shop with a small
group of friends, make a purchase
and leave the shop without interrupting their conversation or interactions. Competitors must only mention topics unrelated to the purchase
item, and yet make their desires clear.
The Gold Medal goes to… Jardel
Gonzaga, leader of the Brazilian
team that found, checked and rejected seven items without any measureable pause in their conversation.
Ainura Belbekova: Many consider
top-level shopping as only an individual event but, as Jardel and his
team show, no single shopper can
dominate a boutique as forcefully as
a balletic team. Did I hear someone
say “poetry in motion”?
Sixth Event: “Jewelry Inspection.” This event delicately requires
that competitors inspect the largest
possible number of complex jewelry
while exhibiting apparent expertise
in every facet of the stones, settings,
and designs.
The Gold Medal goes to… Supriya Vardha of India, who inspected
17 watches with the eye of a jeweler
while dispensing the comments of a
graphic artist.
Ainura Belbekova: All that glitters
isn’t only gold but genius, when
several forms of knowledge, observation and evaluation are brought
seamlessly together in Varda’s maximum minimalism of jewelry discernment.
The closing ceremony of the first
annual Bling Olympics featured a
choreographed display of content
shoppers, admiring young athletes,
and uncertain sales staff. Few eyes
were left without tears, as the champions and would-be champions prepared for next year’s Olympics, in
Seoul, South Korea.
See you there!

Ecofarm: a Road to Sustainability by Denis Ten
words by
Sabina
Bekbenbetova
photography by
Ulyana
Sachkova

O

ne day a long time ago my
friend offered me to start
a business project and ask
for grant at “Damu” Entrepreneurship Development Fund. Before
that, I applied for Green card in the
United States, and during the first
years I was still waiting for it, but
eventually gave up. Yet the fate was
insidious: I received two positive answers simultaneously, and decided to
go to the States. During that time I
was fortunate to visit Amish community in New Jersey. I was stunned

by the atmosphere with no electricity
and with riding wagons instead of
cars. But the thing that surprised me
even more was that everything being
sold under their trademark cost 25
times more expensive, as “Amish”
sticker on the product was the sign
of quality.
This led me to an idea of doing the
same thing in Kazakhstan. Now a
lot of people are ready to pay more
for “eco” and “organic” products.
For example, my friend convinced
me to set the price of honey three
times higher than the regular one.
And he sold out everything within
three days. However, in my opinion,
the most profitable directions of my
business are fertilizers and biogas
which I supply on exclusive basis.
That is why I want to develop this
sector.
For this purpose I want to attract

people with some sales or business
background. I’ve already had an experience of cooperation with students.
KazNAU students are involved in
fertilizers, KazNU students - in
translation of books brought from

American community, KazGASA
students - in creating projects of
eco community in Kapshagay. By the
way, this community will start with 50
hectares and then will expand. Inside
the community everything will be for

free for its members, but we will sell
our products outside. We are going
to register it as JSC, every family will
have shares but they won’t be able to
sell land. We haven’t developed code
of behaviour yet but the main idea
is that all the people should respect
each other despite their nationality,
religion, beliefs, etc.
You may wonder why I, an ordinary guy from the city with law background, decided to change my life.
But the motive that drives me is to
create. When I first time breed quails
and they start laiding their eggs, I
could watch for hours and hours
how they were hatching. It’s beyond
the words to see how new life is born
and you are involved in it. You plant
something and it is growing. In general, business today is directed at destruction, but when you create something you receive moral satisfaction.
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Book Review:

The Happiness Advantage:
Make Happiness a Habit

“

“

Success first, happiness second.

words by
Zarrina
Mulloboeva

W

e all have been told that
if we work hard, we
will become successful and then, probably, happy too.
However recent discoveries in the
field of positive psychology imply
it’s actually the other way around.
Shawn Anchor, in his book The
Happiness Advantage describes the
seven actionable principles to improve our performance by capitalizing on happiness.

This is what we have believed was
true for a long time. But a research
conducted among 1,600 Harvard
students and dozens of Fortune 500
companies discovered that the relationship is reversed.

“

Waiting to be happy limits our
brain’s potential for success, whereas
cultivating positive brains makes us
more motivated, efficient, resilient,
creative, and productive, driving performance upward.

is not about painting a happy face or
pretending the problems don’t exist.

This way happiness and optimism
give us a competitive edge in achieving our goals, which Shawn Anchor
calls the Happiness Advantage.
He says the Happiness Advantage

And the author gives seven specific,
actionable patterns we can use to get
the benefits of a positive mindset.
While you can read and study these
patterns yourselves, here are three

Three Delicious Ice Cream
Places to Go to During Summer

sweet granola makes this winning
combination very refreshing, which
helps beat the notorious Almaty
heat.
A Friendly Note. Even if you
get stunned by the beauty of this
marvel for too long and the yogurt
starts to melt and the different flavors start mixing in together, it turns
into a completely different delicious
healthy drink which can be enjoyed
just as much!
Price (for one cup of parfait): 1600
KZT
Location: Esentai Mall, 4F

“

words by
Aizada Adilova

Coffee & Parfait Bar
(Fruits Parfait)

A

lmaty is a wonderful city
to live in, except in the
summer when it gets so
hot that you can bake cookies on
cars. On days like these, when
you can barely step out of your
house, there is nothing better
than to cool yourself down and
satisfy that summer sweet tooth
with a delicious scoop of frozen
ice cream.
You might be thinking about the
kind of ice cream that we can get
from supermarkets or some random
store, which usually melts very fast
under the sun making your hands
and face very messy and sticky, not
to mention the flavor which will be
“average” at best.
However, I am here to rescue you,
dear reader, from these horrids, and
to deliver my personal research of
the best places where you can get
the most satisfying cup of ice cream
in Almaty! I have sacrificed my taste
buds and experimented with the
most unique flavoured ice cream
servings, to find and deliver my personal favourite picks for your summer survival.
Before we start, you better prepare
some tissues because I am sure some

If you are interested in writing for
KIMEP Times, please contact editor
at daria.iugai@kimep.kz

Happiness is not belief that we
don’t need to change, it is the realization that we can.

“

will be drooling by the end of this
article.

“

Kosmyz (Rolled ice-cream)

Presentation. The presentation
of this colorful cup of snow-white
frozen yogurt combined with fresh
fruits and berries with the crunchy
granola in between is fantastic. Looking at it from a side angle, you can
see the transparent plastic cup giving
the view to a mouthwatering mixture, making you dazed, confused
and completely fixated into attacking
it without thinking about calories or
even sharing it with closest friends!
Taste. This one is a memorable
parfait. The low-calorie frozen yogurt is a bit sour, and surprisingly
creamy combined with delicately cut
fresh fruits that surely will calm your
body down after a heavy meal. Also
the crunchy, honey-flavored and

Presentation. This cup of deliciousness is the opposite to the previous one. From the photo alone you
can see the volume on top of it brownie bites, cookie-bears, pretzels,
a marshmallow, an Oreo cookie and
a lot of strawberry syrup. After digging through the glorious toppings,
we unravel a surprise - ice cream
rolls! The guy behind the ice-pan
combines candy or fruit toppings of
your choice, cuts it into the flavor
base with cream on a freezing cold
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that seem counterintuitive at first but
useful.
The Tetris Effect is about training our brain to scan for the positive
side and possibilities in every situation. For example, if you did not get
enough sleep last night, you could
focus on the fact that you finally finished writing your paper or spent
time with friends you haven’t seen
for a long time. It’s all about which
patterns you choose to notice and
how consistent you are at detecting
them.
Anchor explains that after a crisis
or any other adverse event there are
three mental paths for assessing its
effect on yourself : 1) you will end
up where you start, 2) you will be far
worse off, and 3) you will become
even stronger and more capable than
before. Falling Up is about seeing
the Third Path or finding energy to
pick oneself up after a fall. What
doesn’t kill us makes us stronger,
right?
Social Investment is about holding on to people around us during
an unexpected challenge or crisis.
Most of us turn inward and give up

any kind of fun to prepare for midterms, finish a project or catch up
with the deadlines. The 70 year Harvard Men Study discovered that love
distinguished the fullest lives from
the least successful ones. Making a
positive social connection improves
our concentration and focus, driving
performance. You can have fun and
be productive all at the same time!
So next time you reject an invitation
to go out, think about how it affects
your work.
These and other principles are explained in such a funny, entertaining
and informative way that you want
to learn more, slowly absorbing
them and integrating into your life.
With each turn of a page, you travel
with the author all around the world
- from offices of Fortune 500 companies to a school in South Africa and little by little come to master the
art of positive thinking. And while
Shawn Anchor’s own personal stories bring ideas from the book more
realistically and closer to life, discoveries from cutting-edge research in
positive psychology make those ideas easy to believe in.

pan to create “stir-fried ice cream”
and then shaves it into perfect rolls
in only about two-three minutes. The
process of making it is so mesmerizing that even when your cup of rolls
is ready you want to stay there and
watch him create more.
Taste. While the previous fruit
and yogurt parfait makes you feel
fresh and healthy, Kosmuz with its
big amount of sweetness would ruin
your diet for sure. It seems like they
were focusing more on how it looks
- attractive and unique appearance
with a variety of candies and sweets
on top of it. From the first spoon
you get to know how heavy the mixture of cream and chocolate is and
the syrup poured on the top gives extra sweetness. Unfortunately, I could
not handle half of this charming
lady, even though I consider myself
a sweet tooth.
A Friendly Note. They also have a
cream-soda drink with two flavors Dr. Pepper and Ginger Ale, so if you
could handle the rolled ice, go ahead
and challenge yourself!
Price (for a cup of rolled icecream): 900 KZT
Location: Dostyk Plaza, 3F

Presentation. I was surprised that
a place like Baskin Robbins could
have special offers aside from regular cones or cups. The banana split
was served very carefully by applying
layers upon layers, the banana was
sliced lengthwise creating the shape
of a boat and on top of a boat
there were three different ice creams
scoops, with a choice of chocolate
syrup or whipped cream with sprinkled chopped almonds and a piece
of cherry on top. For my ice cream
scoops I decided to take the most
popular kinds of tastes - vanilla,
chocolate and strawberry. You can
tell from the look that this serving
was obviously not meant for one
person.
Taste. Baskin Robbins will always
remain one of the best ice-cream
franchises in the world. It is surprising that wherever you eat BR’s
ice cream, whether it is in Dubai or
in Japan, the taste does not change
even in Kazakhstan. I love the ice
cream choices, whether you are after
something indulgent or fruity there
is something you will surely like. Banana combined with vanilla ice cream
always makes for a winning combination. It is perfect for adventurous
people who like mixing different flavors and for sharing with a friend, as
each one chooses the toppings.
A Friendly Note. I advise you to
choose the flavors of ice cream and
toppings wisely. Bananas do not go
well with a mix of many kinds of
syrups, neither with marshmallows
or chocolate candies.
Price: 2900 KZT
Location: Dostyk Plaza/Esentai
Mall/Mega Park, Food-court

Baskin Robbins
(Big Easy Banana Split)
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